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What days and times are convenient for our meetings/presentation? Check
all that would work for your schedule; once a month or every other month
timeframes.

11 responses

IMHC Annual Survey
11 responses
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Given a post pandemic world that awaits us in 2021, which of the following
are topics of interest to you; please rank them.

Please rate how interested you would be to have various local clusters
highlighting what they are doing during IMHC meetings; with 1 being least
interested and 5 being most interested

11 responses
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What speakers/topics would be of interest for a conference in 2021? Also,
please include if you would be interested in a virtual conference if in-
person is not possible.

10 responses

How can we continue to support and complement the development of new
interfaith inter-organization local geographic clusters such as in McHenry, South
Chicago, West side of Chicago?

5 responses

Have a key person from IMHC to assist with this role - cluster coach?

By staying connected, providing resources, be present for help and support.

Educate faith community on first responder and mobile response programs.

feature programs to build awareness

existing clusters share roadmap, their action plans, and support regional needs
assessment.
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How can we increase the religious diversity and interfaith cultural competency of
our coalition?

7 responses

Make a plan to reach out (inviting/contacting) others to participate in IMHC - need to be
able to communicate to them what benefits there would be for joining the IMHC
coalition.

Ensuring participants are diverse and willing to support our mission and vision.

Each out to area inter religious groups

We can include and incorporate other organizations and religious figures. We can invite
them to participate in events and we can join them as well to not only have them
introduce themselves to us but to watch and learn; observe.

Invite guests with lived experience

seek out presenters that can highlight esp. interfaith cultural competence

broadcast message and purpose directly to faith based communities and local agencies.

The most helpful thing that IMHC does for me and my organization is......

7 responses

Our coming together, sharing resources of help and support.

a place to connect and network

Ideas

Remind me that I am not alone.

networking and connecting with others. It increases our resources and encourages
outreach.

focus on resilience and non-clinical ways that faith communities foster hope

connections with others implementing mental health advocacy and care
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One way that IMHC could be helpful to me and my organization is......

5 responses

Connecting with resources available.

offering trainings and certification opportunities to enhance the mental health
department.

Define role of faith in building capacity for relationships and mental health

NA

continue developing tools to connect persons in need with appropriate and resourced
local agencies.

Would you be interested in serving on the IMHC Executive Team (President, Vice
President, Treasurer, Secretary)? If so, please provide your name and contact
information.

3 responses

Suzanne Martinez

NA

not at this time.
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